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FILM 4120 - PRODUCTION 1
4 credit hours: (2 lab and 2 lecture hours) Class meets in 109 Langdale Hall, 9:00 am-2:00 pm
Instructor: Ruth Dusseault / Office: 25 Park Place #1143 / Hours: Wednesday 2pm-3pm or appnt.
rdusseault@gsu.edu
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Fitzcarraldo (1982) Werner Herzog

OBJECTIVES
This course is dedicated to exploring the aesthetic process of filmmaking - how to control image, sound
and editing to convey meaning, how to create a point of view, and how to construct a coherent and
compelling film, whether it be traditional narrative, documentary, experimental, or a combination of forms.
With that said, this is a beginning undergraduate course in digital production, so the goal is not to aspire to
unrealistic production values (i.e.: Hollywood fare), but rather focus on creating films that utilize a low
budget approach in combination with innovative formal and conceptual strategies to explore the creative
possibilities of filmmaking. (Be Resourceful!)

*Note: Every Film Project will be shot during Class hours. Therefore, plan your film ideas accordingly, and
keep in mind that for some projects you will only have one 5-hour class period to shoot the entire film.

This course is about you beginning to become aware of the possibilities of expressing yourself through the
language of cinema. (This is a constant process of learning, for all filmmakers.) This course assumes that
you are in your formative stages of filmmaking, so the intent here is for you to begin to develop a
relationship with your own cinematic sensibilities that will allow you to make confident aesthetic choices.

Developing your own distinct voice, as opposed to recycling film storylines that have been done over and
over, will help you to make films that will attract the attention of programmers and jurors of film festivals.
This class urges you to mine the fertile regions of your own experiences, your personal stories, or ideas
that you have a personal relationship with, and find a film form that successfully translates and
communicates these ideas to an audience.

Each exercise and project will be geared to coincide with and serve as a practical grounding of the
production techniques and conceptual strategies surveyed in class. As form (your technique) and content
(your ideas) inform each other, all exercises and projects will make their way back into the classroom via
critiques that complement the on-going aesthetic, historical, and theoretical discussions. Please be
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prepared to speak to each project and group exercise screened during critiques, which function as safe
places to offer and receive constructive criticism and thorough feedback. It is imperative that each person
exercises and pulls his or her own weight during the critiques and discussions of screened work. Students
should be prepared to devote a significant amount of time outside of class to complete assignments.

TEXT
The Filmmakers Handbook, Steven Ascher & Edward Pincus (4th Ed)
Supplemental reading in the form of pdfs and URL’s will be assigned.

INTERNET RESOURCES
GSU’s film/video website and LISTSERVE!
http://spotlight.gsu.edu/cinefest/  GSU’s Film Theater Screenings
http://creativecow.com  - Final Cut Pro and Digital Video Users Groups
FCP X Tutorial Videos:
http://www.rippletraining.com/media-management-fcpx-10-1-2.html

PROJECTS
(See detailed project descriptions on ASSIGNMENTS page)
Filmmaking is a collaborative practice and you will be working in small groups for the first two assignments
(from pre- to post-production) during the semester. Thus, in addition to shooting your own exercises, you
will be required to assist other crewmembers on exercises. If you cannot be available for a particular shoot
because of a medical or other emergency, you must let your group members and the instructor know at
least 48 hours in advance, and ideally sooner. Failure to show up on a shoot day, scheduled either in or out
of class, will result in a GRADE OF F for your own exercise.

PROJECT DESIGN
Your group, as a collective whole, will be responsible for taking assignments 3 and 4 from pre to
post-production. You will be responsible for assignment 5 completely. Project ideas will be pitched to the
class — it is never too early to start thinking about this project.

EQUIPMENT
The Department of Communication check-out room is equipped with all the cameras, microphones, and
additional production gear that you will need to complete the production assignments. As the department
has limited insurance, you are financially responsible for all equipment you use — please treat it with great
care. Please let me know if you have additional equipment needs. To avoid technical incompatibilities and
inequities, all equipment used outside of what is offered in check-out must be shown to and approved by
instructor before using on any of the projects.

*NOTE: Equipment is to me used within class time only. Late returns of equipment limit the participation of
your peers and will result in an adjustment in the overall participation grade of the negligent individual(s).
Late returns will result in a 5-point loss from the final semester grade. Chronic equipment tardiness will
result in the loss of all equipment access and privileges.

SUPPLY LIST
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Class 10 or higher SD Cards (16 GB, but 32 GB preferred)
1 Firewire Drive formatted for Mac  (USB 3 or Thunderbolt ports only) 1Tb - we will format them
together in class
You can use your existing Drive with Firewire 800 Port and purchase Adapter
Link to Adapter: Firewire 800 port to Thunderbolt port (if you wish to have a backup drive at home,
that's good too)
Large Capacity USB Jump Drive (16 GB or larger) to turn in projects on. Class 10 SD Cards (32 GB)
It’s suggested that you purchase headphones with a mini jack. As you will be working in groups, the
class projects should have little or no budgets. Please be resourceful and share the costs of travel,
food for your talent/collaborators, props, production supplies and so forth.

LAB ACCESS
The Georgia State University Department of Communication will include a fee, as part of tuition, for Supply
Cards from students enrolled in courses requiring them to check out film/video equipment, to use the
James M. Cox, Jr., Multi-media Lab (307-CS), GCB 109/119, or to use the Digital Post-Production Labs
(200 & 202 - 1PP). Revenue generated from the Supply Cards is used to defray the cost of insurance,
expendable supplies and other items relating to the general maintenance and upkeep of the equipment
used for these courses. Lab use and equipment checkout privileges will only be given to those students
who (1) have registered during the current semester for courses using the Lab and/or equipment; (2) have
signed and submitted the Equipment Use Agreement to their instructor or GLA.

CRITIQUES
Critiques are neither a cheering camp nor firing line. Please view critiques as opportunities to give and
receive constructive feedback—and an arena to develop the language of a critical filmmaker. Differences of
opinion will inherently arise out of discussing each of your productions. No one opinion is to be judged as
superior or correct. It is important that you participate, listen to each other in a respectful manner and make
constructive suggestions if you think something could be done differently. *Part of your grade is determined
by your participation in Critiques.

EQUITY/FAIRNESS
Equity is of paramount importance, especially in an educational setting. If, at any time, you feel that you are
being treated unfairly by a peer, a departmental technician, equipment check out person, myself or anyone
else, please let me know ASAP and I will do my best to rectify the situation. The majority of your “Class
Participation” grade will reflect how well you work in a group context both in and outside of the classroom.

DISABILITIES ACCOMMODATION
Students who wish to request accommodation for a disability may do so by registering with the Office of
Disability Services. Students may only be accommodated upon issuance by the Office of Disability
Services of a signed Accommodation Plan and are responsible for providing a copy of that plan to
instructors of all classes in which accommodations are sought.

BEHAVIOR/CONDUCT
All rules regarding conduct and disruptive behavior apply in this course. As a Georgia State University
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student you are responsible for knowing, abiding by and understanding the various penalties in the
“Disruptive Behavior” and “Code of Conduct” statements described in the applicable Graduate or
Undergraduate Catalogs. As a courtesy to everyone involved, all electronic communication devices must
be turned off or set to “silent” mode during class. Unless an emergency arises, no communication devices
will be answered/used during class time.

ATTENDANCE
October 13 is the last day to withdraw and possibly receive a WP.
As this is a hands-on learning situation, attendance is vital to success. Those who are chronically
"challenged" in punctuality and/or attendance, without serious personal/family issues and/or a valid medical
documentation of an illness or injury, will experience an overall adjustment in their final grade. Points will be
deducted from the overall class grade after one absence.Two Late-to-Class or departing class early are the
equivalent of one absence. Each unexcused absence beyond One will result in a five-point deduction from
the final/overall course grade.

PERSONAL PROBLEMS
Please let me know ahead of time (if possible), or as soon as possible, if something is interfering with your
studies and/or going to cause you to be late or absent from class. If you wait to the end of the semester to
inform me of a personal problem, I will be less able to accommodate you and have less sympathy for your
situation.

DEADLINES
Due dates for projects and assignments are final. Projects and assignments will lose one half letter-grade
per each late day.

GRADES
In order to pass this course, it is imperative to keep up with the assigned projects and pull your own weight
during group exercises, critiques and discussions. Be aware, that in addition to group project grades there
will also be an evaluation of each member of the production crew by the rest of the crew members for each
project. These peer evaluations are combined with instructor observations to determine one’s overall
“Class Participation” grade (see grade breakdown below).

Point Breakdown
25% Participation/Journals (includes discussions, lab, journals, tech quiz and group exercise work based
on peer evaluations)
75% Projects 1 - 5 (Observational Essay, Moving Stills, Doc Short, Narrative Short, Individual Short)
*Note: I will keep you up to date on your grades per project through Brightspace. Please feel free to visit
me at any time during the semester to find out where you stand.

Overall Grade Interpretation
A: Excellent work - extra time spent, risks taken, unity of concept and handling of materials to create an
original visual statement.
B: Good work - above average work, solid concepts and skillful handling of materials, experimentation and
conceptualization pushed.
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C: Completed all assignments - average work, competent execution of ideas and craftsmanship with no
outstanding qualities and no measurable risk-taking.
D: Poor work below average, poor execution of ideas or misunderstanding of assignment with little
attention to craftsmanship.
F: Unacceptable work - project missing, failing, no attempt to articulate ideas and total lack of attention to
craftsmanship.

Grade Breakdown
100-98 = A+
97-94 = A
93-90 = A-
89-86 = B+
85-82 = B
81-79= B-
78-77 = C+
76-75 = C
74-71 = C-
70-67 = D+
66-60 = D-
59 and below = F

Film Grading Rubric - PROJECT EVALUATION
20 points - CONCEPT
Originality in terms of ideas and subject matter explored, is your choice of subject and conceptual approach
to storytelling compelling? Is your treatment compelling and well-composed?
20 points - TECHNIQUE
Production values, are the techniques dynamic and well executed?
20 points - POINT OF VIEW (POV)
What is the strength and distinctiveness of your directorial vision? Did you push yourself and take creative
risks? Do you OWN this point of view?
20 points - STYLISTICS
Do your stylistic choices and approaches make sense in the context of your ideas and subject matter?
20 points - EXECUTION
What is the overall success in terms of expressing your intentions? Is the project effective in relation to the
assignment? How complete and cohesive is the project production page? Is there a symbiotic relationship
between concept, technique, POV and style?
TOTAL POINTS: 100
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: I will occasionally add comments to your grade on Brightspace

INCOMPLETE
The notation of “I” may be given to a student who for nonacademic reasons beyond his/her control is
unable to meet the full requirements of a course. In order to qualify for an “I,” a student must meet the
requirements described in the Undergraduate Catalog.

COMPUTER USE AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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On occasion, software bugs, virus presence, human error and/or hardware issues result in computer
crashes and, in rare cases, damaged/corrupted or deleted media (video, audio and graphics) and other
project files. Students are responsible for backing up their project files on a daily basis. Failure to backup
files will result in less flexibility and sympathy on the part of the instructor if technological hiccups occur.
Please also note that knowingly tampering with student/lab files and data, as well as adding viruses,
worms, Trojan Horses, etc. is a serious academic misconduct violation.

COURSE EVALUATION
Your constructive assessment of this course plays an indispensable role in shaping education at Georgia
State. Upon completing the course, please take time to fill out the online course evaluation.

ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT
As a Georgia State University student you are responsible for knowing, abiding by, and understanding the
various penalties in the below “Policy on Academic Honesty”.

Policy on Academic Honesty:

Reprinted from the Georgia State University Faculty Handbook

As members of the academic community, students are expected to recognize and uphold standards of
intellectual and academic integrity. The university assumes as a basic and minimum standard of conduct in
academic matters that students be honest and that they submit for credit only the products of their own
efforts. Both the ideals of scholarship and the need for fairness require that all dishonest work be rejected
as a basis for academic credit. They also require that students refrain from any and all forms of
dishonorable or unethical conduct related to their academic work.

The university's policy on academic honesty is published in the Faculty Affairs Handbook and the On
Campus: The Undergraduate Co-Curricular Affairs Handbook and is available to all members of the
university community. The policy represents a core value of the university and all members of the university
community are responsible for abiding by its tenets. Lack of knowledge of this policy is not an acceptable
defense to any charge of academic dishonesty. All members of the academic community -- students,
faculty, and staff -- are expected to report violations of these standards of academic conduct to the
appropriate authorities. The procedures for such reporting are on file in the offices of the deans of each
college, the office of the dean of students, and the office of the provost.

In an effort to foster an environment of academic integrity and to prevent academic dishonesty, students
are expected to discuss with faculty the expectations regarding course assignments and standards of
conduct. Students are encouraged to discuss freely with faculty, academic advisors, and other members of
the university community any questions pertaining to the provisions of this policy. In addition, students are
encouraged to avail themselves of programs in establishing personal standards and ethics offered through
the university's Counseling Center.

Definitions and Examples

The examples and definitions given below are intended to clarify the standards by which academic honesty
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and academically honorable conduct are to be judged. The list is merely illustrative of the kinds of
infractions that may occur, and it is not intended to be exhaustive. Moreover, the definitions and examples
suggest conditions under which unacceptable behavior of the indicated types normally occurs; however,
there may be unusual cases that fall outside these conditions which also will be judged unacceptable by
the academic community.

FILM MAJOR INFORMATION ABOUT POTENTIAL ACADEMIC MISCONDUCT ISSUES

The classroom is  a place that  is  granted special  legal  protections in  handling words,  images,  and
sounds created by others. The “fair use” doctrine ensures that teachers and students can include a
limited portion  of  other  people’s  work  when they  do academic  criticism and analysis.  In  addition,
film/videomakers participate in the long artistic tradition of creating “transformative works” that can
interrogate or parody existing images. The Film program of the Department of Communication values
these traditions and invites students to continue in these practices with the advice and consent of your
instructor.  With  these  freedoms  come  certain  ethical  responsibilities,  however,  and  the  following
guidelines must be followed in using material created by others for film classes:

PLAGIARISM

Much research work in media studies takes place online, whether through a browser’s search function
(generally called “the web”) or on databases accessed through the library. Just as it is important to note
the differences between scholarly research  and general online searching (popular sources), we note,
as well, that plagiarism pertains to the unacknowledged submission of any work that is not expressly
that of the author. As stated in GSU’s Code of Conduct : “Plagiarism is presenting another person’s
work as one’s own“ (7). Such a claim covers any information, specific or general word use taken from
any source,  including blog posts,  tweets,  wiki-sources and other  such online content.  That  is,  the
expectation of authenticity extends uniformly across all source material, whether scholarly or popular.
Again, from the Student Code of Conduct: “Any work, in whole or part, taken from the internet without
properly referencing the corresponding URL may be considered plagiarism. An author's name and the
title of the original work, if available, should also be included as part of the reference” (7).

Such  expectations  include  more  than  direct  citation  (quotation):  “Plagiarism  includes  any  uncited
paraphrasing”  (Code  7).  Hence,  getting  specific  ideas,  whether  for  a  project  or  for  a  paragraph’s
development, from another source (website, blog post, tweet, etc) without proper citation is plagiarism.
Plagiarism can range from copying into an essay even a very short but compelling phrase that frames a
discussion  (sometimes  a  first  author’s  greatest  contribution  is  to  offer  a  succinct  metaphor  or
memorable  catchphrase,  and  presenting  that  as  one’s  own  is  unjustified  appropriation)  to  more
dramatic cutting-and-copying, such as when a book or article abstract is copied wholesale into an
annotated bibliography or response essay exercise.

An  author  owns  responsibility  for  proper  attribution,  whether  in  quotation  or  paraphrase.  That  is,
ignorance of the rules of proper citation  is not a defense. Plagiarism frequently involves “a failure to
acknowledge in the text, notes or footnotes the quotation of the paragraphs, sentences, or even a few
phrases written or spoken by someone else” (Code 7). Such a failure lies squarely with the author and is
easily avoidable by using one of many of the online guides  available.
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The expectation of authenticity extends to artistic production, whether written or visual, in the same
manner as with research/creative writing. Further, plagiarism pertains to submitting “another student’s
work as one’s own” (Code 7). Plagiarism ecompasses using another student’s project(s) or words as if
they were original to the writer/producer.

Where the project requires, all material used in a student project must either be photographed by the
student or student crew, or be acquired by license. Exception: Archival footage can be used if licensed
or owned by the student, or if the purposes of the use fit the current interpretation of the Fair  Use
Doctrine.

CHEATING ON EXAMINATIONS

Cheating on examinations involves giving or receiving unauthorized help before, during, or after an
examination. Examples of unauthorized help include the use of notes, computer based resources, texts,
or "crib sheets" during an examination (unless specifically approved by the faculty member), or sharing
information with another student during an examination (unless specifically approved by the faculty
member). Other examples include intentionally allowing another student to view one's own examination
and  collaboration  before  or  after  an  examination  if  the  faculty  member  specifically  forbids  such
collaboration.

FALSIFICATION

It is a violation of academic honesty to misrepresent material or fabricate information in an academic
exercise, assignment or proceeding in which authentic results are required. (e.g., false or misleading
citation  of  sources,  the  falsification  of  the  results  of  experiments  or  of  computer  data,  false  or
misleading information in an academic context in order to gain an unfair advantage).

MULTIPLE SUBMISSIONS

It is a violation of academic honesty to submit substantial portions of the same work for credit more
than once without the explicit consent of the faculty member(s) to whom the material is submitted for
additional  credit.  In  cases in  which there  is  a  natural  development  of  research or  knowledge in  a
sequence of  courses,  use of  prior  work  may be desirable,  even required;  however,  the  student  is
responsible for indicating in writing, as a part of such use, that the current work submitted for credit is
cumulative in nature.

The policy on academic honesty applies so that  the student's  work can be evaluated as a 100%
authentic representation of the thinking process and creative labors of each student and the classmates
that assist each student.

UNAUTHORIZED COLLABORATION

Submission for academic credit of a work product, or a part thereof, represented as one's own effort,
which  has  been  developed  in  substantial  collaboration  with  another  person  or  source,  or
computer-based resource, is a violation of academic honesty. It is also a violation of academic honesty
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knowingly to provide such assistance in cases where collaboration has been disallowed.

In  many cases,  media-making benefits  from, or  even requires,  wide collaboration.  However,  in  the
context of an educational setting where a grade is at issue and shared credit may be hard to document
accurately, collaborative work must be approved by the course instructor. Collaboration might range
from soliciting the technical advice of non-classmates as a part of a student’s pre-production research,
which  is  usually  permitted,  to  the  rarely  (if  ever)  permitted  presence  of  non-student  professionals
(gaffers, electricians, directors of photography, sound recordists/mixers, lighting directors, best boys,
acting  coaches  or  acting  teachers)  on  a  student  production  set.  To  maintain  the  integrity  of  the
educational experience, students must receive written approval of the instructor for collaboration with
non-students. (Such approval may take the form of a policy in the syllabus covering collaboration. If no
such policy appears, approval must be requested on a case-by-case basis.) Once approval is given, the
student must ensure that the professional collaborator works in ways consistent with the instructor’s
advice.  Only these exceptions are allowable without  prior  instructor  approval:  non-classmates may
assist  the  student  as:  (A)  actors,  dancers,  musicians;  (B)  craft  service  persons;  (C)  transportation
service persons; (D) grip or dolly grips; and, (E) production assistants. Any other form of collaboration
requires advance written approval from the instructor.
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SCHEDULE Sp16

Table of Contents
Week 1

Week 2: DUE - Obsv.
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Week 3: DUE - Doc
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Week 4: DUE - FC
Moving Stills

Week 5: DUE - Doc
RC / Narr journal

Week 6: DUE - Doc
FC /peer

Week 7: DUE -
Narr Page/ Exper
journal

Week 8: DUE -
Narr RC

Week 9: DUE- Narr
FC / peer / QUIZ

Week 10

Week 11 DUE:**** -
Indiv Project Pages

Week 12

Week 13: DUE - Indiv
RC

Week 14: DUE -
Indiv FC

Week 1
(Jan 12 - 14)
IN CLASS
- Overview of syllabus/assignments
- Discuss media cards and drives (due week 2 & 3)
- Camera - intro to digital cinematography

VideoBitDepth.pptx
Details Download 3 MB

- Discuss ASSIGNMENT #1 - OBSERVATIONAL REPORT
(composition, surface content) Lars Tunbjork

Tunbjork, Lars.pptx
Details Download 3 MB

(visual survey) Bill Sullivan with NYC subway
Turnstiles
- PROJECT #1 - OBSERVATIONAL ESSAY (Due Week 2)
- Discuss MOVING STILLS (Due Week 3)
- Weather permitting, Urban Landscape walk to Eyedrum Art Center and
back to Langdale

MapGSUtoEyedrum.pdf
Details Download 4 MB

- View example short films:
Documentary:  Can You Read My Lips?  (2015) Terry Fine
Narrative: The Substitute (2007) Andrea Jublin, from Academy Nominated
Shorts
Experimental: Strange Days (2011) Ryan Brennan from Presentism
HOMEWORK
- Write Observational essay (see ASSIGNMENTS page for added
description)
- upload essay to Brightspace Dropbox before the next class (not during)
- Buy and bring SD card to next class (required)
- Order / purchase additional media cards and external hard drive (see MEDIA & EQUIPMENT page)
- Suggested additional viewing of short film format:
Thirty-Two Short Films About Glenn Gould, (1993) Francios Girard & Niv Fichman

Week 2: DUE - Obsv. Essay
(Jan 19 - 21)
IN CLASS
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- How to check out gear for assignments
- Camera demo - exposure triangle, depth of field, ND, shutter speed, frame rate, gain (see CAMERA
ESSENTIALS)
- Zoom demo - peak, hi cut / lo cut, selectivity

VideoExposure.pptx
Details Download 7 MB

- Shallow DOF in film and photography

Barbieri,Olivo.pptx
Details Download 2 MB

- Great DOF in film and photography

Pfahl, John.pdf
Details Download 1 MB

- Focal Length
(filmed all in close-up) //Tea Time//, (2015) Maite Alberdi, (POV films, streaming through Aug 25)
- Shoot PROJECT #2 - MOVING STILLS (Final cut Due Week 4)
- Keep media on your SD cards for next class
HOMEWORK
- Bring your external Hard drives (see MEDIA & EQUIPMENT page). We will format them together in
class.
- Don't forget to bring your SD cards with your Moving Stills video clips and your Audio clips.
- Prepare ideas to pitch next class for PROJECT #3 - DOCUMENTARY SHORT
- View a documentary film and upload Journal entry to the dropbox the night before next class.
Here are some suggestions:
(being there) //Citizenfour// (2014) Laura Poitras , VideodromeATL or streaming
(being lost) //Encounters at the End of the World// (2007) Werner Herzog

Week 3: DUE - Doc journal
(Jan 26 - 28)
IN CLASS
- Class Review Moving Stills
- PROJECT #3 - DOCUMENTARY SHORT (Rough cut DUE Week 5 / Final DUE Week 6)
- Documentary films are "performative" - truth emerges through the encounter between subject,
filmmaker and spectators
Reflexive (engagement through interviews) //Le Jolie Mae// (1962) Chris Marker
- Tech demo - Input Connections, Working with Camera + Boom together
Expository (voice of God) //Night Mail// (1936) Harry Watt & Basil Wright
Cinematic Essay (historical content) //All Watched Over by Machines of Loving Grace// (2011) Adam
Curtis
- Shooting "from the hip"Gary Winogrand

Winogrand, GarySM.ppt
Details Download 11 MB

- Street Work , Philip Lorca Di Corcia
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diCorcia, Philip-Lorca STREET.pptx
Details Download 7 MB

- Pitch ideas for Documentary Short, form groups
- Discuss Writing a Treatment and Wiki settings
- Sound capture demo with boom

Audio Tips.pptx
Details Download 780 KB

- HD formatting in class - follow these steps
- EDITING, intro to Final Cut Pro x (see FCPx ESSENTIALS & SHORTCUTS)
- Final Cut basics, using Moving Stills clips, intro to Student Lab (Rm 119)
HOMEWORK
- You will have the full period to shoot next class, but you have to plan outside of class.
- Using your Project page, work with your team members to organize your shoot for the next class (share
texts, links, files, discussions). Each team is responsible for uploading a (500 word) Treatment by next
week. Don't forget to list on your page the documentary title and team members.

How_to_write_a_documentary_treatment
Details Download 99 KB

- Enter the student lab, Room 119, to finish editing the Moving Images shots. Bring them on your hard
drive to the next class for grade. For guidance in editing, refer to the FCPx ESSENTIALS page on this
wiki.

Week 4: DUE - FC Moving Stills
(Feb 2 - 4)
IN CLASS
- Check all equipment, make sure you have audio settings correct
- Shoot PROJECT #3 - Documentary
HOMEWORK
- Download your footage to TWO different hard drives directly from the SD card
- Prepare Rough Cut for next class in Rm 119
- View a Narrative film and upload Journal entry before next class
Here are some suggestions:
(realism) //Midnight Cowboy,//  (1969) John Schlsinger
(artifice) Bottle Rocket (1996) Wes Anderson

Week 5: DUE - Doc RC / Narr journal
(Feb 9 - 11)
IN CLASS
- Discuss Treatments and Project Pages
- View / Discuss Rough-Cuts of Documentaries
- Revisit Composition - What is Composition?  by Matthew Cheney
- FCP X workshop - image adjustment, edits, audio pan, titles
- Discuss Project #4 - NARRATIVE FICTION

…
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NarrativeCameraReview.pptx
Details Download 4 MB

HOMEWORK
- Prepare ideas to pitch next class for PROJECT #4 - NARRATIVE FICTION
- Prepare Peer Evaluations and upload to Brightspace Dropbox
- Prepare Final Doc film for next class
- Reading from Making Shapely Fiction by Jerome Stern

Shapely Fiction.pdf
Details Download 1 MB

Week 6: DUE - Doc FC /peer
(Feb 16 - 18)
IN CLASS
- Class Critique
- FCP - Libraries, Events and backup management, keyword tags, effects, titles
- Discuss writing (GSU has a great writing studio)
- Narrative Editing Strategies (stages of production, storyboards, continuity filming/editing)
**BASIC CAMERA SHOTS FOR FILMMAKING
- Use index cards to plan your coverage:
STORY BOARDING for people who cannot draw
- Pitch Narrative film ideas and form Project groups (crew breakdown, rotation)
- Dialogue - use very little, make it your OWN, draw from your own life experiences, do not copy the movie
industry.
//After 15 Years,// Babak Habibafar (2014) 4 min
- PROJECT #4 - NARRATIVE FICTION (Project Page DUE week 7 / Rough cut Due week 8 / Final cut
DUE week 9)
HOMEWORK
- Each group is responsible completing their PROJECT PAGE by week 7 (see ASSIGNMENTS for page
checklist)
- View an experimental film and upload Journal entry to Brightspace dropbox the night before the next
class.
Here are some examples:
William Lamson,  Performance Records
Tongues Untied (1989) Marlon T. Riggs.
Her Face Was Covered  (Part 1 & 2) Omar Fast (Semiotic deconstruction of narrative and fact).
Cut Ups (full film, 19mins, 1957) William Burroughs (about Cut Ups, explanatory video)
Avante Guard writer William Burroughs began his cut up method with literature. Cutting material and
reediting them randomly, as a way of forcing the development of new form, or "cutting into the present to
bleed out the future."
Ambition (1991) Hal Hartley ($1 rental)
Mixing choreography, spoken word and action genre's, Hartley's Ambition reveals an internalization of
competitive capitalism and the drive for individual success. Filmed around the rise of an economic "bubble"
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that affected Wall Street culture.
A Walk (1990)  Jonas Mesas
As I Was Moving Ahead Occasionally I Saw Brief Glimpses of Beauty o(2000) Jonas Mekas
Full version available at Emory Library (DVD 20193 - Available)
Mekas edits together the scraps of film that fell to his cutting room floor while he was working on projects
he "percieved" as important, not realizing that what was truly important were the deatils that he missed,
that he left out in favor of the shot in focus, the shot in composition. He strings together these family films of
his children, his wife, his friends, New York during a lightning storm, all while narrating the film from what
seems to be "His Death Bed."

Week 7: DUE - Narr Page/ Exper journal
(Feb 23 - 25)
IN CLASS
- Narrative Project Page Due (see Project Pages in ASSIGNMENTS)
- Experimental Journal Due (sample links in last week's homework)
- Shoot PROJECT #4 Narrative

Week 8: DUE - Narr RC
(Mar 1 - 3)
IN CLASS
- class Critique
- ASSIGNMENT #5 - INDIVIDUAL FILMS (Project Pages DUE week 10/ Rough cuts DUE week 13 /
Final cuts DUE week 14)
- Discuss Experimental filmmaking
(ambient story) O'er the Land, (2008) Deborah Stratman
(installation art as content) The  //Hallway// (2009) Miranda July
(experimental documentary) Wallyball from Best of Wolphin (Vol 1)
(animation) More from Best of Wolphin (Vol 1)
(performance art) Putting on a Show (2014) Claire Gustavson from Presentism
(performance) One Year Performance (1981) Tehching Hseih

Hsieh, Tehching.ppt
Details Download 1 MB

HOMEWORK
- Prepare ideas to pitch next class for PROJECT #5 - INDIVIDUAL FILMS (1 or 2 ideas each student)
- Upload Peer Review
- Review tech lectures for Tech Quiz

Week 9: DUE- Narr FC / peer / QUIZ
(Mar 8 - 10)
IN CLASS
- quick Technical Quiz
- Peer evaluations Due
- Class Critique Narrative films
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! Add Discussion

- Pitch Individual Projects - each students' own idea
- Form crews - each of you will be the Creator, Cinematographer, Director, Producer, Editor, but you will
have a shooting crew
HOMEWORK
- Project Pages Due Week 11 (see checklist on ASSIGNMENTS)

NO CLASS March 15 - 17 Spring Break

Week 10
(Mar 22 - 24)
IN CLASS
- 9am class meeting & checkout
Shoot & Edit Individual Film
HOMEWORK
- Project Pages Due Week 11 (see checklist on ASSIGNMENTS)

Week 11 DUE: - Indiv Project Pages
(Mar 29 - 31)
IN CLASS
- 9am class meeting & checkout
Shoot & Edit Individual Film

Week 12
(Apr 5 - 7)
IN CLASS
- 9am class meeting & checkout
Shoot & Edit Individual Film

Week 13: DUE - Indiv RC
(Apr 12 - 14)
IN CLASS
- Class feedback on Individual Rough Cuts (your most valuable crit of the semester!)
- Distribution strategies old and new models (festivals, television, internet, DVDs)

Week 14: DUE - Indiv FC
(Apr 19-22)
IN CLASS
-Class Critique Final Projects
Please Note: Missing the Final Critique will result in an individual grade of zero for the Final Project.
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Project #1 OBSERVATIONAL ESSAY
DUE Week 2 (500 - 1000 words)
This is a camera-less exercise that is meant to hone your powers of
observation. To really observe something and to be able to express your
unique perspective on what it is that you are looking at and studying is to
begin to nurture your sensibilities as a filmmaker. Find a place that is not
familiar to you and sit there for at least an hour and take notes with a pen
and pad of paper. Do not bring your laptop or ipad and turn off cell
phone! The idea is to watch and listen to details of the environment you are
observing. Write a short essay on what you observed and how it affected
you. You will share it in class. *Remember detailed descriptions of what
you observed are essential! OBSERVATION REPORT is a paper
assignment, hand written or typed (journal entries will be submitted
digitally).

DOCUMENTARY JOURNAL
DUE Week 3
View a documentary film, upload journal to Brightspace Dropbox, label this
way: LastNameDocJournal.doc (pdf accepted too)

Project #2: MOVING STILLS
DUE Week 4
This project will be 1-2 minutes, separate audio and video clips edited
together using Final Cut.
(Find editing guidelines on FCPx ESSENTIALS page).
Each student will shoot 1-2 minutes of tape and must incorporate all of the shots below. Plan your shots
accordingly. Allow the duration of each shot to breathe but keep in mind the time frame of 1-2 minutes for
all of your shots. Feel free to tie the shots together as one piece but it’s not mandatory and will not affect
your grade one way or the other. SET YOUR CAMERA according to your desired results before you film -
white balance, shallow or deep focus, focus assist, ND filter, gain, audio levels - there are a lot of creative
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decisions to make! Allow a few seconds at the beginning and end of your takes, don't zoom widely. GO
SLOW.
Shots Checklist:
1. Two shots using a long lens (zoomed close), shallow focus. Consider how or what you want the
audience to see by being creative with what you choose to be in focus within the frame. Experiment with
different plains, foreground, mid-ground and background. Consider pulling focus to follow an action or
racking focus to point the viewer’s attention.
2. Two shots using the wide-angle lens (zoomed wide field of view), that demonstrates deep focus.
Compose with direct foreground, mid ground, and background all pronounced within the frame. Consider
symmetry and various horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines within the frame.
3. One shot with a Pan (left to right or right to left) that tells a story of some kind. Have a beginning and
end, a justification for the move and a payoff.
4. One shot showing the frame broken up into Horizontal or Vertical 3rds.
5. Two clean audio captures, recorded using headphones, with no or little ambient noise.

MovingStillsCklist.pdf
Details Download 71 KB

NARRATIVE JOURNAL
DUE Week 5
View a narrative film, upload journal to Brightspace Dropbox, label this way: LastNameNarrJournal.doc (pdf
accepted too)

Project #3 DOCUMENTARY SHORT
ROUGH CUT Due Week 5
FINAL CUT Due Week 6 (film & peer evaluations)
Group Project, 3-4 minutes in length + Treatments posted to Project Page
Absolutely No Pre-Recorded Music is allowed! (i.e. you favorite songs, etc.)
Document through images a process or portrait of some kind. You should strive to show the details of the
process, or the nuances of a portrait (person, place), as well as adopt a point of view about what you are
observing that you attempt to convey to your audience. Your goal is to communicate what is interesting (to
you/your group) about your subject: the number and type of shots is up to your group. Meet as a group and
plan what some of your shots will be, or at least the type of coverage you need. You will edit this project
together, so remember you will only be able to use the visual register to describe the process you have
chosen to document.

Take advantage of your different lenses, for instance, to create wide-angle distortion on a close-up or
flattened space at a distance through a telephoto, depending on how you want the viewer to see your
subject. Consider what kind of light best suits your piece, and whether camera movement is appropriate or
not to the mood you are trying to create. Once you get on the site, try to respond flexibly to the
environment. Finally, remember -- the simpler and clearer your concept, the better.

EXPERIMENTAL JOURNAL
DUE Week 7
View an experimental film, upload journal to Brightspace Dropbox, label this way:
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LastNameExperJournal.doc (pdf accepted too)

Project #4 NARRATIVE SHORT
PROJECT PAGE Due Week 7
ROUGH CUT Due Week 8
FINAL CUT Due Week 9 (film and peer evaluations)
Group Project, 3-4 minutes in length + Project Page
If you wish, you can create a sound design. You may mix using the tracks in FCP or use
Garageband with your captured audio. A sound design is another layer of experience, not unlike
the film itself, that provides you and opportunity to add texture and depth to the film.
Absolutely No Pre-Recorded Music is allowed! (i.e. you favorite songs, etc.)
Keep the dialog MINIMAL. This exercise is about building a film, you don't want too much time on people
talking. You want to use the tools of film making to bring us an experience. Consider setting, available
lighting, point of view, blocking (angle of camera), coverage (shoot the full scene using an establishing wide
shot, then medium and close-up shots), audio and video continuity and decide which scenes should be
expanded or condensed in time to best impact your story.
Choose A or B:
A: Shoot and edit together a meeting between two people.
B: Shoot and edit together two parallel events, eventually tying them together in some way

TECHINCAL QUIZ
Week 9
In-class quiz on technical class lessons. At this time in the semester, it's a good idea to revisit the technical
pages on this wiki and the technical lectures given early in the semester. Slide lectures (ppts) appear in the
SCHEDULE under the day they were presented.

PROJECT #5: INDIVIDUAL FILM PROJECT
PROJECT PAGE Due Week 11
ROUGH CUT Due Week 13
FINAL CUT Due Week 14
Each of you will have the opportunity to make a film of your own design and each of you will be assigned to
crew of 2 other films. For this project, you are the Producer, Director and Editor, but you will have a film
shooting crew and you will crew for your classmates. YOU MUST ATTEND ALL CLASS SESSIONS, not
just your own film day. Your classmates are relying on you to crew.

This project gives you the opportunity to make a film of your own choosing. Please consider experimenting
with form and content to some extent, pushing your own boundaries within filmmaking. This would coincide
with our discussions about experimental narrative, documentary, and avant-garde film making. With that
said it’s very important that your ideas make sense for the kind of story you're telling or the kind of
experience you want to create for your viewer. You will be graded on how successful you are in maintaining
consistency and control throughout your entire film.

Your final project may be in any style you choose, but it must demonstrate what you have learned in class,
(shooting/camera technique, editing, sound design, and lighting if used). Try to keep the basic idea simple.
It’s a better strategy to express one thing clearly and richly rather than to try to say everything you have to
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say about life in one short film. The sound must have at least two tracks. Please bear in mind that the effort
you expend on your sound track will have a considerable impact on the grade for this project. Films must
be under 5 minutes. We will discuss your ideas for the final film in class.

Guidelines Plan to shoot on your assigned shoot day, even if you are using your own video equipment. You
will probably need to rely on Checkout for your audio recording needs (Zoom recorders, Shotgun mics,
XLR cables). It is also a courtesy to your crew, as they already have that time slot available for you. You
are totally welcome to do more filming outside of class time using your own means, but I cannot obligate
your classmates to work "overtime" for you as they have their own films to produce.
Always back up your SD card on your own hard drive and ALSO on the HD of one of your classmates.
Never have only 1 copy.

ADDITIONAL GUIDELINES

UPLOAD ALL WRITING ASSIGNMENTS to your BRIGHTSPACE DROPBOX
You MUST label your files this format EXACTLY: AssignmentLastname.docx
(for example: Journal1Dusseault.pdf).
You can upload files in Word or PDF.
Writing is an important part of filmmaking, take advantage of free help at the GSU WRITING LAB

FILM JOURNALS
DUE every 2 weeks
In addition to the production assignments each student will be responsible for keeping a film journal. Every
other week you will be asked to watch a film (related to that week's assignment) and write about how one
formal element (ie: cinematography, art direction, acting style, approach to interviews, pacing/editing,
sound design, etc,) is used to express one central idea or theme of the film. Only provide enough plot
information for you to make your point about an element of filmmaking. It's not a plot or script review. For
each journal entry, choose two scenes from the film you’ve watched to illustrate your position. Each
student will write no less then 200 words per entry.

GUIDELINES: Get right into the discussion. Don’t introduce any peripheral information. Relate the formal
aesthetics of the scenes you’re analyzing to one specific theme or idea of the movie. Do not stray from the
one theme or idea. Whether you choose to talk about a thread of music, a type of cinematography (lens,
camera movement, lighting), art direction/colors, editing, etc, stick to how it always comes back to one
specific theme. You can choose any film depending on the focus project (documentary, narrative,
experimental).

FILM TREATMENTS
(see SCHEDULE for Due dates) and counted as part of your film project grade
A treatment is a short story narrative written in simple, non-technical language (ie. no camera angles,
transitions, NOT a shot list etc.). Whereas a proposal presents its argument rationally via categorized
information, the treatment evokes how an audience will experience the film on the screen. Write in the
active-voice in present tense. Tell the reader what they will see and hear on the screen. Describe the story
and introduce any characters. Write colorfully, so the reader visualizes what’s in your mind’s eye—but avoid
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splashy adjectives and hyperbole wherever possible (ie: Do not write: “This spellbinding story will be
magically brought to life by the remarkable camera work of Jane Spriggs…” You have to show how the
story is spellbinding and demonstrate that Ms. Spriggs work is remarkable by providing supporting
information. A treatment is not necessarily brief! (for this class, 2 pages, double spaced) Be specific—don’t
use words like may, might, possibly—your film will do xyz. If you don’t know exactly which music you will
use—make your best guess—you can always change your mind later. It is not always possible to answer
all these questions, in many cases you will write what you expect to occur. Expand on how looks and feels,
what is the overall mood of the film, the POV, pacing, setting, time period, cultural context if relevant,
character development and soundtrack.

How_to_write_a_documentary_treatment
Details Download 99 KB

What's the difference between a Treatment and Proposal? A proposal, which frequently includes a
treatment, is a thorough description of all aspects of a project. It is created in the pre-production stage of a
documentary project to persuade funders, distributors and others to support the project. You will need to
learn how to write a proposal in order to produce a film on your own. For this class, we will be doing partial
proposals, in the form of Project pages. But for your reference, here is a proposal template:

Kino Proposal-Template-v1.pdf
Details Download 93 KB

STORY BOARDS
For all of your film projects, you need to organize information in a flexible way (even documentaries). We
will do one story board in class using index cards, the card method will become your shot list.
1. Use index cards (one for each scene / chapter / phase of the film) and include the visual / audio content
and idea notes.
Storyboarding for people who cannot draw
2. Progressively, make more cards (one for each shot) and add a quick sketch (or taped image) to your
cards as a way of helping you visualize.
- Storyboards are vital for Narrative films, but you may find them helpful for planning Documentaries or
Experimental films. Remember, film making is like writing. In both productions your are challenged with
conveying information in a manner that can be understood. Organization devices, like index cards, help a
lot.

PROJECT PAGES
For your last 2 assignments (Narrative and Individual Project) you will be collaborating with your crew
through team pages on this wiki. You must make yourself present to on the project page.
You can receive NOTIFICATIONS whenever someone in your group saves a change to the page (MORE
OPTIONS > NOTIFICATIONS). Production teams are decided in class, and you will find page links in the
side menu>>
- Your crew members (classmates) emails can be found through the GSU directory.
- By the 3rd assignment (Narrative Film), you should be relying on the project pages to know what's going
on, and not have to email, text and phone each other (people miss messages and calls, web based
communication is always current and available).
Project Page checklist:
1. TREATMENT - so your crew can understand what you are working on, and I can read it too (because

…
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! Add Discussion

you are posting this onto your wiki, you do not need to upload a copy to the Brightspace dropbox this time).
2. SCHEDULE - include the order of activities on the day of your shoot and include any days outside class
time.
3. MUST schedule one planning meeting BEFORE your shoot day (not the night before) to share logistics,
answer questions and set strategy (skype is fine) and WRITE THE NOTES FROM YOUR MEETING on
your project page, this will avoid a lot of confusion, and keep your crew on point.
4. CREW - include a list of your crew members, their contact information, and their roles on the shoot,
include other cast members outside class, etc.
5. SHOT LIST - using your storyboard and schedule, make a shot list that your crew can understand,
include all shots even those outside of class.
6. LOCATION(S) - post the address of your shoot locations, so the crew can have a ready reference and
know where to be when, include backup plans in case of bad weather.

PEER EVALUATIONS
DUE on day of Final Cuts
Download this Peer Evaluation Form. Complete and save it, upload to your Brightspace Dropbox (which is
private, only you and me). One Peer Evaluation is due from each student for every group project.

PEER EVAULATION.docx
Details Download 59 KB
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